Association Rule mining is one of the most important fields in data mining and knowledge discovery. This paper proposes an algorithm that combines the simple association rules derived from basic Apriori Algorithm with the multiple minimum support using maximum constraints. The algorithm is implemented, and is compared to its predecessor algorithms using a novel proposed comparison algorithm. Results of applying the proposed algorithm show faster performance than other algorithms without scarifying the accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
It is increasingly important to develop powerful tools for analysis of the enormous data stored in databases and data warehouses, and mining interesting knowledge from it. Data mining is a process of inferring knowledge from such huge data.
Association rule mining searches for interesting relationships among items in a given data set. Association rule mining is used in many applications as economic and financial time series [4] . It is used in to identify software project success factors [14] . It is frequently used in Market Basket analysis [3] , [7] , [10] .
For example, in a computer store there is a group of transactions and it is required to find what products are frequently bought together. Association rule can be represented as
The rule means that customers, who buy computers, buy software as well. Rule support and confidence are two measures of rule interestingness; they reflect usefulness and certainty of discovered rules. Support of 2% means that 2% of all transactions contain both computers and software. Confidence of 60% means that 60% of the customers who buy computers, buy software as well.
Rules explosion that results from generating huge number of frequent itemsets especially in dense datasets is a problem of concern. Rule interestingness is a concept that is used to filter the useless and redundant rules as in [4] , [12] . Some research work like [5] , [13] discuss the rule generation problem, they suggested that mining Simple Association Rules (SAR) that have a single item as its consequent will be more efficient.
Given a single value to the minsup assumes that all items are of the same nature and have similar frequencies. Reference [6] , [9] , [11] dealt with multiple level items that represent hierarchies.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains mining association rules and describes several algorithms including Basic Apriori, SAR and multiple minimum supports using Maximum constraints. Section 3 presents the new algorithm and the novel comparison procedures which highlight the problem of comparing algorithms that use single minimum support value and other algorithms using multiple minimum support values. In Section 4, results of evaluating performance of the four algorithms are discussed. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.
MINING ASSOCIATION RULES ALGORITHMS
The problem of mining association rules is to generate all association rules that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum support (called minsup) and minimum confidence (called minconf ) respectively.
The problem of discovering all association rules can be decomposed into two sub problems:
(1) Finding all the frequent itemsets (whose support is greater than minsup), also called large itemsets.
(2) Generating the association rules derived from the frequent itemsets. If and X are frequent itemsets, the rule holds if the ratio of support ( ) to support(X) is, at least, as large as minconf.
Since the solution to the second sub problem is straightforward [2] , major research efforts have been spent on the first sub problem like [8] , [9] .
Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithm is an influential algorithm for mining frequent itemsets [1] , [2] . The name of the algorithm is based on the fact that the algorithm uses prior knowledge of frequent itemsets properties.
Apriori employs an iterative approach known as a level-wise search, where kitemsets are used to explore (k+1)-itemsets. First, the frequent 1-itemset is found, this is denoted by L 1 , which is used to find the frequent 2-itemset L 2 and so on.
To improve the efficiency of the levelwise generation of frequent itemsets, a property called Apriori property is used to reduce the search space. This property states that all nonempty subset of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. A two step process is used to find L k-1 from L k 1) The join step: To find L k , a set of kitemsets is generated by joining L k-1 with itself. This set of candidate itemsets is denoted C k .
2) The prune step: C k is a superset of L k , that is, its members may or may not be frequent, but all the frequent k-itemsets are included in C k . A scan of the database is done to determine the count of each candidate in C k , those who satisfy the minsup is added to L k . To reduce the number of candidates in C k , the Apriori property is used. An example of Apriori algorithm is found in [2] .
Mining Association Rules with multiple minimum supports using maximum constraints
Reference [9] proposed mining association rules with non-uniform minimum support values. This approach allowed users to specify different minsup to different items. They also defined the minsup value of an itemset as the lowest minimum supports among the items in the itemset. This is not always correct because it would consider some items that are not worth to be considered; just because one of the items in this itemset, its minsup was set too low. In some cases it makes sense that the minsup must be larger than the maximum of the minimum supports of the items contained in an itemset [8] .
Reference [8] proposed an algorithm that gives items different minimum supports. The maximum constraint is adopted in finding frequent itemsets. That is, the minsup (denoted by mI for an itemset) is set as the maximum of the user specified minimum supports of the items contained in the itemset. Under the constraint, the characteristic of level-bylevel processing is kept, such that the original Apriori algorithm can be easily extended to find the frequent itemsets. The algorithm first finds all the frequent 1-itemsets (L 1 ) for the given transactions by comparing the support of each item with its predefined minsup.
After that, candidate 2-itemsets C 2 can be formed from L 1 . Note that, the supports of all the frequent 1-itemsets comprising each candidate 2-itemset must be larger than or equal to the maximum of their user specified minsup. This feature provides a good pruning effect before the database is scanned for finding large 2-itemsets.
The algorithm then finds all the large 2-itemsets L 2 for the given transactions by comparing the support of each candidate 2-itemset with the maximum of the user specified minsup of the items contained in the itemset. The same procedure is repeated until all frequent itemsets have been found. An example of the algorithm is found in [8] .
Simple Association Rules
A simple rule is the rule with a single item as its consequent [5] . It is more efficient as the rule AB⇒ C has the same meaning as A ⇒ BC.
It is proved that the rules that have multiple consequents can be derived from simple rules [5] . It has been observed that rule confidence (conf) with multiple items in its consequent could be represented by confidence of other rules each with a single item in its consequent. The following proof was given in [5] .
Thus, one may first concentrate on mining simple rules, based on which other rules concerned can be derived. Importantly, the set of simple rules is smaller in size than the original rule set but as 'equivalently' rich in semantics. An example of SAR is found in [5] .
MINING SIMPLE ASSOCIATION RULES WITH MULTIPLE MINIMUM SUPPORTS USING MAXIMUM CONSTRAINTS
Based on the algorithms explained in section II, a new algorithm is proposed that mines simple association rules but with specifying different minsup to each individual item. The algorithm is called mining simple association rules with multiple minimum supports (SARMSMC).
The algorithm (SARMSMC)
The proposed algorithm is a combination between the two algorithms proposed in [5] and [8] . Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm steps which can be explained as follows: 1. A minsup is specified for each item, then check if each item's sup-count is greater than or equals its predefined minsup and generate the frequent 1-itemset in. 2. Candidate itemsets are generated only if each item's sup-count in this itemset is greater than or equal to the maximum predefined minsup specified for each of those items (mI). 3. Frequent itemsets are generated if itemset sup-count is greater than or equal to mI. 4. After finding the frequent k-itemsets, the itemset's subsets at level k-1 only are found then generate simple rules and check if the rule's conf is greater than or equals minconf.
In the example illustrated in Figure 2 , the itemsets are generated according to the steps mentioned above; if the minconf specified is 75%, seven rules are generated in Apriori, one of them is not a simple rule which is A⇒ BE. In this example, this rule is not generated as it could be derived from the rules (A⇒ B; AB⇒ E; A⇒ E; AE⇒ B). The comparison between any mining association rules algorithms is either made on number of rules generated by each algorithm or on their processing times. To compare the processing times, same algorithm parameters should be used which are the minsup and minconf. But using the same minsup causes confusion when comparing an algorithm that takes one minsup and other that takes multiple minsup. If the output of the single and multiple supports algorithms is the same, it means that both had equivalent parameters. The procedures illustrated in the flow chart of Figure 3 are used to specify a minsup to each item in order to unit the output of single and multiple supports algorithm. This will make comparing the processing times is based on a reliable aspect by uniting the output. 5. For each item in the itemset, specify a minsup equals to mI. 6. If any item is specified more than one minsup, choose the smallest amount.
7. If some items were not specified any minsup, this means that they did not appear in the rules generated. They should be specified a minsup greater than their sup-count to be excluded from frequent 1-itemset. The mI should not exceed any of the support counts specified above, If their specified minsup is equal to their least number = 589, we guarantee that those four itemsets are generated and so this rule will be generated. But the minsup (B) was specified before to be equal to 589. In this case the smallest amount is chosen which is 485 to be sure that all itemsets that contain this item is generated. Repeat the procedures mentioned above for every rule to find the minsup that should be specified to each item. The items which do not appear in the rules should be specified a minsup greater than its supcount to be excluded from frequent 1-itemset. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Processing Time
The four algorithms mentioned in the paper are tested and evaluated for time and accuracy as illustrated in section B.
Follow the procedures mentioned in section 3, specify a minsup for each item to test the multiple supports algorithms and then generate rules at constant minconf. The processing time of each algorithm when applied on AdventureWorksDW is illustrated in Table 1 and the comparison graph is illustrated in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 SARMSMC takes the least amount of time among other algorithms and Basic Apriori takes the longest time.
The time increases when the minsup decreases because the number of itemsets and rules generated increase.
The processing time of each algorithm when applied on BMS-Web View-1 is illustrated in Table 2 and the comparison graph is illustrated in Figure 5 . The main difference between the results of the two datasets used in comparison is the number of individual items. There are 348 items in BMS-Web View-1 opposing 37 items in AdventureWorksDW. That is the main reason that makes Apriori and SAR take very long time and almost the same processing time when applied on BMSWeb View-1 because of generating too many itemsets. The multiple supports algorithms are more efficient consuming much less time and generating the same number of rules when applied on this kind of dataset. There is no significant difference in time between generating all rules and simple rules on this kind of data because time used to generate itemsets are more significant.
Applying the four algorithms on the two datasets and after calculating the time taken to generate the itemsets and the time taken to generate the rules at constant minsup and minconf we get the following results. Table 3 shows that generating the itemsets take much long time when the number of individual items are huge. Simple association rules only significantly differ in time than mining all rules when the number of individual items is small.
Accuracy Test, Interestingness Measurements and Algorithm Complexity
After building a mining model, the validity of the model should be tested. The data must be randomly separated into two separate datasets (training and testing). The training dataset is used to build the model, and the testing dataset is used to test the accuracy of the model. This is a part of the software engineering cycle to test many algorithms that solve the same problem then test their efficiency in solving the problem.
The two datasets are randomly separated to test the four algorithms mentioned in this paper. The separation was in the percentage of 10% and 90%. The four algorithms are applied on the training and testing datasets at different values of minsup with constant minconf. Follow the comparison procedures mentioned in section 3 to specify the minsup that should be given to each individual item while testing the multiple supports algorithm. The specification is a percentage of the minsup assigned to the original dataset, so the algorithms do not generate the same number of rules and the time is calculated as the time taken to generate each rule.
After performing the tests, the results are collected to calculate the accuracy of each algorithm by applying the concept of accuracy index where: Equation (1) shows that if an algorithm has the accuracy of 100%, it is the highest accuracy among the other algorithms. It does not mean that it has 100% absolute accuracy.
Applying the time index on the where: Equation (2) shows that if an algorithm takes 100% time, it takes the longest amount of time among other algorithms. Table 4 shows the results of the accuracy and time indices of AdventureWorksDW and Table 5 shows the results of the accuracy and time indices of BMS-Web View-1.
Table 4 Accuracy and Time indices of AdventureWorksDW
These results are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . Figure 6 shows that SARMSMC is faster than other algorithms by 3%. Basic Apriori takes the longest time and SARMSMC takes the shortest. Figure 7 shows that the accuracy of the SAR is the best among other algorithms and the difference between the accuracy of SAR and SARMSMC is in the range of 0.01%. These results are illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . Figure 8 shows that the accuracy of the SAR is the best among other algorithms and the differences in accuracy between SAR and SARMSMC is in the range of 15%. Figure 9 shows that SARMSMC is faster than other algorithms by 95%. It consumes almost the same time as Maximum constraints algorithm but much less time than Apriori and SAR.
The interestingness measurement of the rules could be calculated using the following equation [17] .
The rules generated from AdentueWorksDW and BMS-Web View-1 are 100% interesting because the support of the items has very low percentage. In BMS-Web View-1 the itemset support is in the range of 3% or 5%. In AdventureWorksDW, the maximum itemset support is in the range of 26%. So, the lift is all the time greater than one when using minconf equal to 50% or 30%. In Figure 10 , the time increases when the amount of data increases for the four algorithms. That means that SARMSMC has the same complexity as the other algorithms when applied on dataset that has few number of individual items.
In Figure 11 , the time increases when the amount of data increases for Apriori and SAR. The time is almost constant when the amount of data increases for SARMSMC and Maximum constraints. That means that the complexity of SARMSMC is smaller than Apriori and SAR when applied on dataset that has huge number of individual items.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an algorithm which is a combination between the simple associations rules derived from basic Apriori Algorithm with the multiple minimum support algorithms. The new algorithm is faster than any other algorithms and the accuracy is the best when applied on dataset that has little number of individual items. The new algorithm consumes almost the same time as the maximum constraint algorithm and the accuracy is affected in a bigger percentage when applied on dataset that has huge number of individual items. The rules generated from the algorithms are 100% interesting when applied on both datasets.
In this new algorithm the simple rules are generated and at the same time the user is given the flexibility to specify a different minsup for each individual item. This option overcomes the problem of rare items that need to be mined too. Generating simple rules decreases the processing time when applied on dataset that has little number of individual items. For other type of data, it affects the readability of the rules but does not affect the time.
A method to produce the exact same rules from multiple supports algorithms as generated by a single support algorithm is presented. It can be used to compare any single support algorithm with a multiple supports algorithm. 
